Abstract. A theory of summability is developed in amenable semigroups. We give necessary and (or) sufficient conditions for matrices to be almost regular, almost Schur, strongly regular, and almost strongly regular. In particular, when the amenable semigroup is the additive positive integers, our theorems yield those results of J. P. King, P. Schaefer and G. G. Lorentz for some of the matrices mentioned above.
1. Introduction. Let S be an infinite left amenable semigroup without any finite left ideals. Let Coe be the space of convergent functions, and F be the space of left almost convergent functions (see §2 for definitions). By an infinite matrix on S we shall mean a real-valued function on S x S. If A is an infinite matrix on S, consider the following cases:
(1) Af (see §2 for the definition of Afi) is convergent for every bounded realvalued function fon S (Schur matrices).
(2) Af is left almost convergent for every bounded real-valued function f on S (almost Schur matrices).
(3) Afi is convergent to k whenever/is convergent to k (regular matrices).
(4) Af is left almost convergent to k whenever/is convergent to k (almost regular matrices).
(5) Af is convergent to k whenever / is left almost convergent to k (strongly regular matrices).
(6) Af is left almost convergent to k whenever / is left almost convergent to k (almost strongly regular matrices).
In the case when S is the semigroup of positive integers under addition, necessary and sufficient conditions for matrices satisfying (1), (3), (4) and (5) have been obtained by J. Schur in [13] , O. Toeplitz in [14] , J. P. King in [8] and G. G. Lorentz in [9] , respectively. More recently, P. Schaefer in [12] gave sufficient conditions for matrices satisfying (6). It is the purpose of this paper to give necessary and (or)
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[May sufficient conditions for matrices satisfying (1) to (6) when S is any left amenable semigroup without any finite left ideals. The reason for this restriction is that only in such semigroups is almost convergence a generalization of convergence in the sense defined in §2. (See Theorem 3.1.) It should be pointed out here that in the cases where we are not concerned with the space F, (as in (1) and (3)) the results do not depend on the fact that S is a left amenable semigroup. Consequently, the results of J. Schur and O. Toeplitz for Schur matrices and regular matrices can be carried over to any set S without too much difficulty.
One of the main results in this paper is the following theorem, which is a generalization of a result of G. G. Lorentz : Theorem. Let S be a left cancellative left amenable semigroup without any finite left ideals. Let S be generated by 2?<=5. Then the following conditions are both necessary and sufficient for an infinite matrix A on S to be strongly regular:
(i) sups 2t \A(s, t)\ <M for some AT>0.
(ii) Ums2tA(s,t) = l. (iii) lims 2t \(MS, t) -A(s, at)\ =0/or every ae B.
If S is extremely left amenable, not necessarily left cancellative, then condition (iii) above can be replaced by (iv) lims 2feS~as \A(s, t)\ =0for every ae S such that a e Sa.
If S is the semigroup of additive positive integers, the above theorem yields the following theorem of G. G. Lorentz [9, p. 181, Theorem 8].
Theorem. Let N be the semigroup of additive positive integers. Then an infinite matrix A on N is strongly regular iff A is regular and l\mn 2m \A(n, m) -A(n, m+l)|=0.
Our theorems seem to be new even when applied to the multiplicative semigroup of positive integers with B={prime positive integers}.
Definitions and notations. Let S be a set. A function/on
S with values in a linear topological space L is called unconditionally summable to g in L if lim«"=2 2,seafis)=g, where 2 is the family of all finite subsets of S directed by inclusion. We shall denote this by g = 2ses/(s) and say the sum ~ZseSf(s) converges to g [2] , In particular, we may take L to be the reals. Let S be a set and S u {oo} be the one-point compactification of 5 when S has the discrete topology. Let m(S) he the linear space of all bounded real-valued functions on S with the sup norm, and let Cx he the closed linear subspace of all those/in m(S) such that lims_ xf(s) exists. From now on, we shall write lims/(j) for lims_o f(s), so that limsf(s) = k means that for every e>0 there is a finite o<=S such that \f(s)-k\<e if seS~a.
If, in addition, S is a semigroup, then, for If S is LA, then a function fie m(S) is said to be left almost convergent to k if <Áf)=='l>if)=k for every tp, <p e MliS). We shall denote the set of all almost convergent functions by F, and write/is lac to k to mean/is left almost convergent to k.
If A = iAis, t)) is an infinite matrix on S and fie m{S), let Af be the function defined on S by Afis) = 2t A(s, t)fi(t), whenever the sum on the right-hand side converges for each se S. We say fis F^-summable to k iff lims 2t A(s, t)f(tb)=k uniformly in b, where beS. This generalizes the definition by G. G. Lorentz [9, 3.1. Theorem. Let S be a LA semigroup. Then fis lac to k whenever fis convergent to k iff S does not contain any finite left ideals.
Proof. Suppose S does not contain any finite left ideals. We first show <p(la)=0 for any LIM tp and any ae S, where lA, here and elsewhere, denotes the characteristic function of A. We shall write cp(A) for <p(l¿). If <p(a)>0 then since tp is left invariant, tp(sa) £: 95(a) > 0 for all se S. Since tp(S) = 1, Sa has to be a finite left ideal, which cannot be.
Suppose now/e C«, and lims/(j) = 0. For e>0, let 77 be the finite subset of 5" for which \fi(s)\<e whenever seS~H.
Let M=maxsefi |/(s)|. Then |/(j)| 2aeH Mla+els"H.
Hence if 93 is any LIM then \<p(f)\ <e. And since e is arbitrary, we see that <p(f)=0. If now limsf(s) = k, then, by considering/-k, we see that/is lac to k. In view of the above theorem, whenever we consider LA semigroups we shall always assume the semigroup to be infinite and without any finite left ideals, even though we might not explicitly mention so.
4. Almost regular matrices. We say an infinite matrix A is almost regular if Af lac to k whenever limsf(s)=k.
We first prove the following useful lemma which will be used throughout this paper.
4.1. Lemma. Let A be an infinite matrix on S. A necessary and sufficient condition for Afe m(S) whenever fe C& is that there exists an M >0 such that sup 2 \A(s, 01 < M. 1,0, 1, 0,. ..) which appears in the first column of the matrix is lac to \. However, with (N, ■), the sequence (1, 0, 1, 0,...) restricted to the ideal 27V is the identically 0 sequence and hence, by Proposition 4.4 below, is lac to 0. We leave to the reader to check that the conditions in 4.2 are satisfied, so that A is almost regular when the semigroup is (A/, •). We feel that this example together with those that will follow justify the study of summability in LA semigroups.
4.4. Proposition. Suppose S is an LA semigroup. Let fie m(S) and A be any right ideal of S. Ifirfe miA) is the restriction offto A then nfiis lac to k iff fis lac to k.
Proof. The map it: miS) -> miA) is defined by Trf(t)=f(t) for te A, fie miS).
Suppose tpa is a net of finite means on m(S) such that limoe \\Lstpa-tpa\\ =0 for each s e S. We may assume each tpa has its support in A, otherwise we replace tpa by Latpa for a fixed a e A. Let ?,(/) = 2f-i VÁtdfih) and (Ttpaf)(s) = 2?= i <pa(ti)f(tts). Iff is lac to k then, for all se A,
Hence 7r/lac to k [5, p. 71, Theorem 7(2)].
Similarly by taking <pa to be a net of finite means on m(A) such that lim \\Lscpa-tpa\\ = 0 for all s e S a we can show/lac to k whenever 7r/lac to k. Since 5 is left cancellative,/is well defined. Moreover, ||/|| ^ 1 and laf-f is lac to 0.
But for k= 1, 2,..., it follows from (5.1.5), (5.1.6) and (5.1.7) that
But this cannot be since A(laf-fi) e C0. Thus (5.1.3) holds.
5.2. Remark. If A is a strongly regular matrix we cannot hope that (5.1.3) hold in general as the following example shows : Let S be the set of positive integers with multiplication * defined by i *j=k, where k is the smallest odd integer greater than or equal to iwj=max (i,j). It is clear that * is commutative. We now show that * is associative. Let i,j, ke S.
(a) If / új and j is odd, then, for all k, (i *j)*k=(j *k) = i* (j * k). (b) If i^j and j is even, then, for all k, (i*j) * k = ij+l * k) = (j * k) = i* (j* k).
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Moreover for every /, j e S then either i vj or (/ vj) + X is a right zero for i and j. Hence S is an ELA semigroup. Let now A he a matrix defined on S by (i) A(m, n)=0 whenever n is even, or n<2m-X.
(ii) Aim, 2« -1) ^ Aim, 2« +1) > 0 whenever 2« -1 ^ 2m -1.
(iii) 2n A(m, n) = X for each m.
Then A does not satisfy (5.1.3) since, for example, limm 2n \A(m, n) -A(m, 3 * n)\ = 1. However, A is strongly regular as Theorem 5.4 below shows. We leave the details for the reader to check. 5.3. Remark. If S is a cancellative LA semigroup without any finite left ideals, then C"o is a proper subset of F, since otherwise the identity matrix would have to satisfy (5.1.3). Then there exist finite subsets au o-2, a,b e S,a^b, such that at = t for t e S~ ax and bt=t for t e S~ a2. Hence if t e S~ (c^ u <r2) then at=bt = t. Since S is right cancellative, a=b, which cannot be. (b) We note that we actually proved more in the proofs of 5.1 and 5.4, namely that if g lac to k then Airbg) converges to k uniformly in b. In his proof, for the semigroup of additive positive integers, G. G. Lorentz made the same observation (it should be pointed out that our proof differs in many ways from his). We now use this observation in the following theorem. Since ^ is almost regular, iA[2t^(í> 01 = 1 and </<(cp(/0)=0. Therefore we see from (5.7.1) that <pif) = tik)=k, i.e. fis lac to Â:.
The following corollary, which is due to G. G. Lorentz for the additive positive integers [9, p. 171] , is an immediate consequence of 5.7 since every regular matrix is almost regular.
Corollary.
Let S be an LA semigroup. If A is regular and fis FA-summable to k then fis lac to k.
6. Almost Schur matrices. We say an infinite matrix A is almost Schur if ^4/is lac for each/e m(S).
6.1. Theorem. Let S be an LA semigroup. Let A be an infinite matrix on S satisfying the following conditions:
(6.1.1) sups 2f \d(s, 0| <Mfor some M>0. Then Af is lac to 2t ^tf(0for cachfe m(S).
Proof. Let 2 be the family of all finite subsets of S directed by inclusion. Let fe m(S). For each a el. define g" by g"(s) = 2teo-A(s, t)f(t). Then clearly g" is lac to 2te<7 «i/(0 by (6.1.3). Now (6.1.1) implies Afe miS). And using (6.1.2), one can readily show that Af is the uniform limit of ga. Hence Af is lac and if tp is any LIM then <KAf) = 9>(lim ga) = lim <piga) = lim 2 «¡/(O = 2 atfif).
\ " I " "tea t 6.2. Corollary. If A is an almost regular matrix then A cannot be an almost Schur matrix.
Proof. If A is an almost regular matrix then Ais, t) is lac to 0 and 2¡ A(s, t) is lac to 1. If A is also an almost Schur matrix then Af is lac to 0 by the theorem. In particular, 2¡ ¿is, t) is lac to 0, which cannot be. where n, v«2 = max(«1, «2). That S is an ELA semigroup actually follows from the following general construction: Let S=S, u S2, where Si is any semigroup and S2 is any ELA semigroup. For a,beS, define the product a * b to be the product of a and b in S¡, i=l, 2, if both a, be S¡. If ae S,, b e S2 then a * b=b * a=b. 7. Almost strongly regular matrices. We say an infinite matrix A is almost strongly regular if Af lac to k whenever/lac to k. 7.1. Theorem. Let S be a left cancellative LA semigroup generated by 77<=S. Let A be an infinite matrix on S such that the following conditions hold: (7.1.1) sups 2t \A(s, t)\<Mfor some M>0. (7.1.2) 2t Ais, t), as a function of s, lac to 1. Proof. Assume (7.1.1), (7.1.2) and (7. (b) It is clear that if A is an almost strongly regular matrix then (7.1.1) and (7.1.2) are both necessary conditions. However, (7.1.3) does not always hold, since the identity matrix A is almost strongly regular but, for the additive positive integers, limm 22 \A(m, n) -A(m, «4-l)|=2. When Sis ELA (not necessarily left cancellative) we have the following stronger result. 7 .3. Theorem. Let S be ELA, and A be an infinite matrix on S satisfying the following conditions: (7.3.1) sup, 2* \M.s, 0| < M for some M>0. (7.3 .2) 2¡ A(s, 0, as a function of s, is lac to X. (7.3. 3) ~Ztes~as \A(s, 01» as a function of s, is lac to 0 for every ae S such that aeSa.
Then Af is lac to k whenever f is lac to k.
Proof. Let/lac to k. By [5, p. 72, Theorem 8] for e>0 there is a b e S such that if tebS then |/(0-*|<e.
Let aeS be such that ba=a. Then if teaS^bS, \f(t)-k\<e. By (7.3.2) and (7.3.3) let c, de S he such that if secS then \'£tA(s,t)-l\<£, and if sedS then 2t&s~as \A(s, 01 <£-Now Afem(S) by (7.3.1) and if s e cS n dS¿ 0 (since S is ELA), then \Af(s)-k\ á 2 ^(*. oi/xo-*) + 2^»o*-* t t < 2 \A(s,t)\\f(t)-k\+2\A^,t)\\f(t)-k\+\k\2A^t)-i teS-as teas t < e(\\f\\ + \k\) + EM+\k\E <(2\k\ + \\f\\+M)e. 
